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Cognitive aspects of semantic change and polysemy: the semantic space HAVE/BE

Peter Koch

1. The semantic space HAVE/BE

At least since Lyons's famous (1967) article, linguists have been interested in the interlacements of possessive, existential, and locative predicates from a cross-linguistic perspective. Localist and/or generative approaches, accounting for the relevant interlacements in terms of a unitary underlying structure,¹ have been challenged by typological and/or cognitive approaches which, while acknowledging the lexical diversity of natural languages, nevertheless make cautious semantic generalizations, where cross-linguistic insights enable us to do so (cf. Bickerton 1981; Wilson 1983; Hengeveld 1992; Heine 1997; Feuillet 1998). The point I want to stress here is the importance of the diachronic evidence from semantic change and – indirectly – from polysemy,² which allows us to formulate cognitively valid generalizations even in lexical semantics.

In the area HAVE/BE, as I term it for the sake of convenience, Bickerton (1981: 244-246) proposes a kind of "semantic space" like Figure 1 in order to account for the joint lexicalization of different semantic categories on the bases of adjacency:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWNERSHIP</th>
<th>LOCATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>POSSESSION</td>
<td>EXISTENCE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. The semantic space HAVE/BE (after Bickerton 1981: 245)
In the meantime, this fourfold schema has turned out to be neither sufficient nor fully adequate for providing all the adjacencies we need (cf., e.g., Wilson 1983). Furthermore, the theoretical basis of 'adjacency' itself is not quite clear. Is it a relation of adjacent storage in our mind (whatever that may mean)? Is it a relation between categories of the same conceptual taxonomy (so that from a diachronic perspective we could really speak of "extension" from one category to the other)? Is it a relation of elements of the same conceptual frame (so that we could speak of conceptual "contiguity"; cf. Note 8)? Above all, does it always represent the same kinds of relationship (so that OWNERSHIP : POSSESSION = OWNERSHIP : LOCATION etc.)?  


* with only one participant x:  
1. ASRIPTION, as in example (1);  
2. EXISTENCE; as in example (2);  
* each with two participants x and y:  
3. possession, as in example (3); x = the possessed;  
   y = the possessor;  
4. location, as in example (4): x = the located; y = the locality.  

---

(Figure 2. The semantic space HAVE/BE (according to Koch 1993))  

First, there is the distinction between the (inherent) thematicity and the rheomaticity of participant x. Thus, for LOCATION we can distinguish, with respect to participant x, THEMATIC LOCATION from RHEMATIC LOCATION.

---

(1) Engl. John _is ill_.
(2) Engl. _there are many unhappy people_.
(3) Engl. John _has a book_.
(4) Engl. The book _was on the table_.
b. Engl. There was a book on the table. RheMatic LocAtion
\[(x = \text{rheMatic})\]

But as illustrated by Figure 2, this distinction applies to possession and to existence as well.⁴

At first glance, the connection between thematicity/rheMaticity and certain predicative concepts instead of sentences seems a bit misleading, because we are used to assigning degrees of thematicity or rheMaticity rather to elements of a sentence (e.g. subject, direct object etc.). Nevertheless, inherent degrees of thematicity or rheMaticity attributed to participant slots are essential for differentiating between semantically similar verbs and for relating them to each other (cf. Koch 1981: 93-95, 341-342, 352-356, 1991: 297-301; Oesterreicher 1991). This is conclusively demonstrated, for instance, by Sp. estar (thematic location) as opposed to haber (rheMatic location):

(5) a. Sp. El libro, está en la mesa. thematic location
    'The book was on the table.' 
    \[(x = \text{thematic})\]

b. Sp. Habló un libro sobre la mesa. rheMatic location
   'There was a book on the table.' 
   \[(x = \text{rheMatic})\]

In the final analysis, the synchronic situations in Spanish (5a/b) and in English (4a/b) are not so different. In my view, English has nowadays two distinct verbal expressions is, i.e., to be (thematic location) and there is/there are (rheMatic location), even if the second has developed diachronically from the first (cf. also section 5).

Obviously, the inherent thematicity/rheMaticity reliefs of verbs are only valid for unmarked usage. Marked departures from the rule are always possible (cf. [5c]), but this does not impair the inherent thematicity/rheMaticity relief of the verb in question:

(5) c. Sp. Libros, no habló sobre la mesa. \(x \neq \text{rheMatic}1\)
    'Books were not on the table.'

The second distinction I want to introduce concerns the boundedness vs. the unboundedness of the predication, i.e. its limitation in a spatial or temporal respect.⁵

(2) a. Engl. There are many lions in Africa. bounded existence

b. Engl. There are many unhappy people.

(3) a. Engl. John has a book in his hand. bounded possession


    'Albert has a pale complexion.'
    bounded ascription

   'Albert is (being) pale.'
   unbounded ascription

The conceptual distinctions represented in Figure 2 provide us with a cognitive map⁶ of the semantic space have/be, that allows us to retrace characteristic paths of semantic change recurring polygenetically – that is, independently of each other – in different languages of the world and in different epochs of linguistic history. I will allude here to several recurrent patterns and paths (sections 2 and 3) and then later focus on some of them (sections 4 and 5).

2. From location via Bounded possession to possession

We can take as our first example a path that is extremely well-known to language typologists. It leads from rheMatic location to bounded possession and then to possession in general (cf., e.g., Lyons 1967: 394; Clark 1978: 114; Hagège 1982: 48; Heine 1997: 50-53; for the examples cf. Freeze 1992: 576-577).⁷

    'There was a book on the table.' rheMatic location
A relationship of bounded possession \((x, y)\) is prototypically linked, i.e., is contiguous, to one of location \((x, y)\) within the same frame (what I have with me, is, e.g., in my hands, in my pocket etc.). So, the first step of change must be a metonymical\(^6\) one. Via a figure-ground effect we slip from rheumatic location to rheumatic bounded possession (p. 291, Figure 3: arrow \(\circ\)).\(^9\) The second step, then, is an extension of meaning\(^10\) from rheumatic bounded possession to rheumatic possession in general (arrow \(\bullet\)).

This last step of extension of meaning, necessary for reaching the target concept in the examples (7b) – (10b), is part of a more general phenomenon of extension from bounded possession to possession in general. To name just one further, well attested type of examples: a very special, but surely prototypical kind of bounded possession is holding something in one’s hand. There are numerous cases of extension of meaning from this prototype to the whole category of possession (cf. Buck 1988: s.v. 11.11 HAVE; Koch 1991: 291-292; 1995: 30-31).\(^11\)

(12) (IE. *gabh- ‘to grasp, to seize’ >) Lat. habere ‘to hold’ > ‘to have’
(13) Lat. tenere ‘to hold’ > Sp. tener, Sard. tènere, Southern It. tenere ‘to have’
(14) Fr. tenir ‘to hold’ > Guad.Creole (ti)n ‘to have’
(15) ChSl. jeti ‘to take’ in relation to im-δ-ti ‘to have’

3. Possession, Existence and Location

A very widespread change consists of transforming verbs of possession into verbs of existence and further on into verbs of (rheumatic) location. We find the most famous example of this change in the evolution of Latin into the Romance languages. Take, for instance, the meaning ‘to have’ = rheumatic possession of Lat. habere (cf. also [12]):

(16) a. Lat. Marcus, librum, HABET.
   ‘Marcus has a book.’
   Rheumatic possession

In preclassical and postclassical Latin, we have several attestations of lat. habere as an impersonal expression of rheumatic bounded existence, as for example in (16b), and of rheumatic location, as in (16c) (cf. also ThLL: s.v. habere, III C 2, p. 2461, 78 – 2462, 5):

(16) b. OLat. Animae pauxillam in me, HABET. (Naevius, before 200 B.C., cit. Manoliu Manea 1985: 111)
   ‘There is very little life in me.’
   Rheumatic bounded existence

(16) c. VulgLat. Misi tibe ... chitosa. Entro, HABET collyram, I ... (2nd Century A.D., cit. Cugusi 1981: 724)
   ‘I sent you a box [...]. There is a loaf of bread in it [...]’
   Rheumatic location
It is well known that many Romance languages have continued to maintain these senses of *habere*. Sp. *haber* (which, by the way, totally abandoned the original possessive sense) may serve as an example:

*In the village, there were many houses.*  
**RHEMATIC BOUNDED EXISTENCE**  
**RHEMATIC LOCATION**  

Another instance is Fr. *il y a* (examples (18a) and (18b)), which has a somewhat more complicated history (cf. Kawaguchi 1991: 134-177):

(18) a. Fr. *Dans le village, il y avait beaucoup de maisons.*  
*In the village, there were many houses.*  
**RHEMATIC BOUNDED EXISTENCE**  

b. Fr. *Il y avait un livre sur la table.*  
*There was a book on the table.*  
**RHEMATIC LOCATION**

In Romance languages yet another sense developed, based on the Latin innovation, namely RHEMATIC UNBOUNDED EXISTENCE:

*There are many unhappy people.*  
**RHEMATIC UNBOUNDED EXISTENCE**

(18) c. Fr. *Il y a beaucoup de gens, malheureux.*  
*There are many unhappy people.*  
**RHEMATIC UNBOUNDED EXISTENCE**

There is overwhelming evidence that all these semantic changes are not idiosyncratic facts of Latin-Romance lexical history. We may compare other completely independent instances of analogous changes in different languages (cf. Clark 1978; Bickerton 1981: 66-67; Buchholz 1989; Hengeveld 1992: 159-160; Heine 1997: 95, 137-138):

(19) a. Mod.Gr. (coll.) *O Σπύρος, EXEI ἑνα γλύγρο αὐτοκίνητος.*  
*Spiros has a fast car.*  
**RHEMATIC POSSESSION**

b. Mod.Gr. (coll.) *Σπύρο τό σπίτι, EXEI τρεξούμενο νερό.*  
*(lit. 'in this the house it has running water')  
*In this house there is running water.*  
**RHEMATIC BOUNDED EXISTENCE**

c. Mod.Gr.(coll.) *Στην βαλίτζα, EXEI παντελόνια καὶ παπούτσια.*  
*(lit. 'in the suitcase it has trousers and shoes')  
*There are trousers and shoes in the suitcase.*  
**RHEMATIC LOCATION**

(20) a. Pg. *João, tinha uma máquina de escrever.*  
*João had a typewriter.*  
**RHEMATIC POSSESSION**

b. Braz.Pg. *Um dia não tinha mais raios.*  
*One day, there were no more mice.*  
**RHEMATIC BOUNDED EXISTENCE**

*Martin has a typewriter.*  
**RHEMATIC POSSESSION**

*There is no more bread.*  
**RHEMATIC BOUNDED EXISTENCE**


(22) Guy.Creole *Dem get3 wan uman,3 we get3 gyal-pikni,3.*

(23) Haw.Creole *Geti1 wan wahini,1 shi geti1 wan datai,1.*

(24) Hait.Creole *Geli1 you fami1 ki geli2 you piti-fi,2.*

(25) Papiamentu *Tini1 u muhe1,1 cu tini1 u yiu-muhe1,1.*

(26) Sã0 Tomé Creole *Te1 u mawa1,1 ku te1 u mna-mosa2,1.*  
*There is a woman who has a daughter.*  
*Verb1: RHEMATIC EXISTENCE**  
*Verb2: RHEMATIC (INALIENABLE) POSSESSION*
(27) Guad.Creole Nı̀ sàsì, ki nìz, nìì sàsì, ki pa nìz.
(Poulet et al. 1984: s.v. nì)
'There are those who have got something and those who haven’t got anything.'

nì: RHEMATIC UNBOUNDED EXISTENCE
nìì: RHEMATIC POSSESSION

(28) a. Bulg. ИМЯМ(о) една липада, галама.
'I have a large meadow.'

RHEMATIC POSSESSION

b. Bulg. През ягото, ИМЯ МНОГО ПЛОДОВЕ.
(Buchholz 1989: 333)
'In the summertime there are many fruits.'

RHEM, BOUNDED EXISTENCE

c. Bulg. САМО ОГНИЯКО, ИМЯШЕ ТЪМ.
(Buchholz 1989: 334)
'Only Ognjanov was not there.'

RHEMATIC LOCATION

(29) a. Nubi ḏānā, fīl ma yālā, ṭinin.
(Heine 1997: 137)
'I have two children.'

RHEMATIC POSSESSION

b. Nubi ḏāl, fīl nāa?
(Heine 1997: 137)
'Is there food?'

RHEMATIC BOUNDED EXISTENCE

I think that by taking a cognitive perspective we can try to retrace and understand the different conceptual steps involved in these semantic changes.

4. From bounded possession to bounded existence

Even if we take into account the rather well attested Latin material in ex. (16b) and (16c), several questions arise. Besides other problems that I do not consider insurmountable, it is not entirely clear which was the first sense to develop from an initially possessive sense of habere: RHEMATIC EXISTENCE or RHEMATIC LOCATION? Our oldest attestation of the impersonal Latin verb habere (16b) rather expresses RHEMATIC BOUNDED EXISTENCE. The second oldest attestation (16c) clearly expresses RHEMATIC LOCATION.

Let’s suppose that the passage from RHEMATIC POSSESSION to RHEMATIC BOUNDED EXISTENCE was actually the first step of semantic change (Figure 3: arrow 0). An argument for this hypothesis could be that verbs like have are the simplest and most typical verbs which serve to introduce entities as existing in the universe of discourse (e.g. Once upon a time, there was a king who had three daughters. They all lived in an old castle in the forest ...).

In this context, note the Modern Greek personal variant (19d) of (19b):

(19) d. ModGr. Αυτό τὸ σπίτι, ΕΧΕΙ τρεχούμενο νερό.
lit. 'This house has running water.' BOUNDED EXISTENCE

In Latin, we can hypothesize an analogous sentence like (16e) as opposed to the "traditional" version (16d) (cf. Bassols de Climent 1948; García Hernández 1992: 167):

(16) d. Lat. Domi est multum vinum,
lit., 'In the house there is much wine.'

RHEMATIC BOUNDED EXISTENCE

e. Lat. Domus habet multum vinum,
lit. 'The house has much wine.'

RHEMATIC BOUNDED EXISTENCE

How could we explain that in (16e) an expression for POSSESSION like habere directly replaced an expression of EXISTENCE like esse in (16d)? Perhaps it would be easier to relate (16e) to (16f):

(16) f. Lat. Dominus habet multum vinum,
lit., 'The master has much wine.' RHEMATIC POSSESSION

The step from (16f) to (16e) can easily be accounted for as a case of metonymy. In a given frame, comprising MASTER, HOUSE and WINE, we observe a figure-ground effect from MASTER—WINE to HOUSE—WINE (cf. Note 8). But at this point (16e) could have been
reinterpreted as a metaphor replacing (16d), i.e. as a metaphor that conceptualizes BOUNDED EXISTENCE in terms of BOUNDED POSSESSION. When a given object exists in a given PLACE, the PLACE can be regarded as a CONTAINER that is similar to the POSSESSOR of the object.

Metaphor always involves a conceptual leap, but interpreting PLACES as POSSESSORS is a very bold leap, and syntactically, expressions of PLACES, such as participant y in (19d) and in (16e) are non-prototypical subjects of transitive verbs. The same problem can be observed in well-known English examples like (31) with respect to (30):

(30) Engl. John, has money, in his pocket.

RHEMATIC BOUNDED POSSESSION

(31) Engl. The tree(y) has a nest in it.

RHEMATIC BOUNDED EXISTENCE

The metaphorical and syntactic “shock” provoked by sentences like (19d) or (16e) can be attenuated by also indicating, within the same clause, the fact of LOCATIVE BOUNDEDNESS of the EXISTENCE of x. The locative phrase may be co-referential with the subject (31).

But the locative phrase also may be introduced by switching from a personal construction such as (19d) or (16e) (where the subject participant y still has the form of a POSSESSOR) to an impersonal construction like (19b) (where the subject participant y has simply “evaporated” in favour of a new participant y that again expresses the LOCATIVE BOUNDEDNESS of the EXISTENCE of x). In Latin, we arrive at a construction like (16g) that virtually can have arisen from a blend of types (16d) and (16e):

(16) g. Lat. Domi habet multum vinum.

‘In the house there is much wine.’

RHEMATIC BOUNDED EXISTENCE

According to solutions such a (19b) or (16g), the PLACEPOSSESSOR metaphor frequently and polygenetically provides for impersonal expressions of EXISTENCE (Figure 3: arrow 0, corresponding to ex. [19b], [20b], [21b], [22]-[26], [27], [28b], and [29b]). It remains to be seen whether or not the reinterpretation of a metonymy as a metaphor like in (16e), followed by a blend with a construction like (16d), is a factor in analogous processes in other languages, too, or if a direct — and very bold — metaphor from RHEMATIC POSSESSION to BOUNDED EXISTENCE is the ordinary way.

Figure 3. Recurrent paths of semantic change in the space HAVE/BE

5. From EXISTENCE to LOCATION and vice versa

Many languages lexicalize RHEMATIC LOCATION as opposed to THEMATIC LOCATION. French is one of these languages:
On the other hand, it is striking how many of these languages have identical expressions for RHEMATIC EXISTENCE and for RHEMATIC LOCATION (cf., e.g., [2] and [4b], [17a] and [17b], [18a] and [18b], [19b] and [19c]). We could doubt if it is possible at all to distinguish these two categories (cf. Feuillet 1998: 706-707). In my opinion, the close proximity of the concepts of RHEMATIC LOCATION and RHEMATIC EXISTENCE, which is supported by psychological, philosophical, and linguistic observations (cf. also Lyons 1967: 390-391; Bolinger 1977: 99; Holenstein 1980: 32; Bogacki 1988: 24-25), can, and must, be interpreted in terms of contiguity.

As we have already seen, the BOUNDEDNESS of EXISTENCE prototypically, though not always, is due to a LOCATIVE limitation. In such a prototypical frame of BOUNDEDNESS of EXISTENCE, there necessarily is a strong contiguity between EXISTENCE and LOCATION. Thus, if you have at your disposal an expression for BOUNDED EXISTENCE like Lat. habere in (16b/g), it easily slips via a figureground effect into an expression of LOCATION (16c). This is a metonymical effect (Figure 3: arrow $\Theta$) (cf. Note 8). But in order to grasp this effect, we have to distinguish between two figure-ground constellations: figure = RHEMATIC LOCATION/ground = RHEMATIC EXISTENCE on the one hand, and figure = RHEMATIC EXISTENCE/ground = RHEMATIC LOCATION on the other.

This twofold perspectivization is confirmed by several further linguistic observations (cf. Koch 1993: 181-183 for the first and second points):

First, there are languages such as Spanish, that use largely the same lexical unit for RHEMATIC LOCATION and RHEMATIC EXISTENCE (Sp. haber), but that in some specific cases use the same lexical unit for THEMATIC and RHEMATIC LOCATION (Sp. estar), completely excluding the latter verb, however, from the realm of RHEMATIC EXISTENCE:

(18) b. (see above)  
  c. Fr. Le livre, était sur la table.  
  'The book was on the table.'  
  RHEMATIC LOCATION  
  THEMATIC LOCATION

In such a case, the distinction between RHEMATIC LOCATION and RHEMATIC EXISTENCE is of indeniable importance.

Secondly, there seem to be languages, like German, that in a very clear-cut way, i.e., by using different lexical units, mark the distinction between RHEMATIC (and THEMATIC) LOCATION (Germ. sein/liegen etc.: [33a] and [33b]) and EXISTENCE (Germ. es gibt: [33c]):

  'There was a book on the table.'  
  RHEMATIC LOCATION

b. Germ. Das Buch, war/lag auf dem Tisch.  
  'The book was on the table.'  
  THEMATIC LOCATION

  'There are lions in Africa.'  
  RHEM. BOUNDED EXISTENCE

In such a case, the distinction between RHEMATIC LOCATION and RHEMATIC EXISTENCE is of crucial importance.

Thirdly, the contiguity between EXISTENCE and LOCATION seems to so strong that we not only observe metonymies from RHEMATIC EXISTENCE to RHEMATIC LOCATION (as described above), but also metonymies in the opposite direction, as, e.g., in English and Italian. How does this come about? First of all, these two languages developed particular expressions for RHEMATIC LOCATION by integrating into the verb for THEMATIC LOCATION an originally deictic element, that is co-referential with the thematic locative participant $y$ (Figure 3: arrow $\Theta$). Compare for Italian esserci (33b) in relation to essere (33a):

(33) a. It. Il libro, era sul tavolo.  
  'The book was on the table.'  
  THEMATIC LOCATION
b. It. C'ERA un libro, sul tavolo.
   'There was a book on the table.' RHEMATIC LOCATION

Compare for English: there is (4b) in relation to to be (4a) (cf. section 1).

Compared with the originally neutral verb of LOCATION ((4a), (33a)), the new verbal expression ((4b), (33b)), integrating Engl. there/it. ci by a phrasing device, designates a restricted type of LOCATION, namely RHEMATIC LOCATION, whereas the verb Engl. to be/It. essere restricts its meaning to THEMATIC LOCATION. Now, on diachronic grounds it is obviously the novel RHEMATIC LOCATIVE expression that by way of metonymy also became an expression of BOUNDED EXISTENCE in these languages (Figure 3: arrow 6) and not vice versa:

(33) c. It. In Africa, CI SONO molti leoni.
   'There are many lions in Africa.' BOUNDED EXISTENCE

Compare for English: there is/are (2a).

If we did not distinguish in principle RHEMATIC EXISTENCE and RHEMATIC LOCATION, we would not have been able to adequately retrace the opposite diachronic paths in this semantic space:

Let us now consider BOUNDED EXISTENCE. This is a special, but prototypical case of EXISTENCE in general. Often speakers, relying heavily on the context, do not even make the boundedness of EXISTENCE explicit (cf. Hengeveld 1992: 97). Thus, (2b)/(21b) could, according to the context, mean that 'there were/is no more mice/bread in the house, in the village, in the country, on earth etc.' Put the other way around, any EXISTENCE is bounded in a certain sense. Even UNBOUNDED EXISTENCE is BOUNDED by the universe of discourse (cf. Bolinger 1977: 99). So it is not surprising, that by extension of meaning, expressions for BOUNDED EXISTENCE – whatever their origin may be (cf. Figure 4) – are extended to EXISTENCE in general (Figure 3: arrow 7):

(19) e. ModGr. ΕΞΕΙ πολλοίς δυστυχομένοις
    ανήρσεως.
    (lit. 'it has many unhappy people')
    'There are many unhappy people.' RHEMATIC EXISTENCE
    (cf. [19b])

(28) d. Bulg. ИМА ЧУДНОВАТИ ХОРА.
    (Buchholz 1989: 332)
    'There are strange people.' RHEMATIC EXISTENCE
    (cf. [28b])

(32) d. Germ. ES GIBT viele unglückliche Menschen.
    (cf. [32c])
    'There are many unhappy people.' RHEMATIC EXISTENCE
    (cf. [33c])

(33) d. It. C'È molta gente, infelice.
    'There are many unhappy people.' RHEMATIC EXISTENCE

cf. also: (2b) in relation to (2a) for English;
(17c) in relation to (17a) for Spanish;
(18c) in relation to (18a) for French;
(27): for Guadeloupe Creole (ni).
6. Final observations

Lexical change within the semantic space HAVE/BE is not arbitrary. We have demonstrated this partly by referring to ample cross-linguistic evidences elaborated by others (esp. Heine 1997) and partly by carrying out a detailed analysis of apparently recurrent processes of change in this area, giving us insight into the nature of “semantic space”. It would certainly be interesting to collect more cross-linguistic data that would corroborate the recurrent nature of the metaphors, metonymies, and extensions of meaning interrelating the concepts of POSSESSION, EXISTENCE and LOCATION.

In a rather conventional way, we followed grosso modo the diachronic succession of changes, asking ourselves “in which direction” a given semantic class of lexical units moved. This may have been a convenient mode of presentation, but we have to realize that it is totally artificial in relation to what really happens in language change. Speakers do not intend to change anything in language (cf. Coseriu 1958), so lexical items are not “directed” anywhere. On the contrary, speakers use lexical units to communicate in the most efficient and successful manner possible that which they want to express. If speakers affect semantic change (and they do), they affect it not by providing existing words with novel meanings (semasiological perspective), but instead indirectly by expressing things through other and/or new words (onomasiological perspective).

So if there really are regularities and “invisible-hand processes” (cf. Keller 1994) in semantic change and if they are, at least to a large extent, by-products of the speakers’ activities, then we have to read the results of our investigation “backwards” in order to give them methodological significance (cf. Koch 1997 and in press a). Very tentatively, then, we can make the following statements based on our material.16

A new expression for EXISTENCE in general is created with more than random probability by extension of meaning from an expression for BOUNDED EXISTENCE (Figure 3: arrow 7).

A new expression for (RHEMATIC) BOUNDED EXISTENCE is created with more than random probability either by metonymy from an expression for RHEMATIC LOCATION (arrow 9) or by metonymy, re-interpreted as metaphor, from an expression for RHEMATIC POSSESSION (arrow 3).

A new expression for RHEMATIC LOCATION is created with more than random probability either by metonymy from an expression for BOUNDED EXISTENCE (arrow 3) or by a phraseological device involving restriction from an expression for LOCATION (arrow 3).

A new expression for RHEMATIC POSSESSION is created with more than random probability by extension of meaning from an expression for RHEMATIC BOUNDED POSSESSION (arrow 7).

A new expression for RHEMATIC BOUNDED POSSESSION is created with more than random probability by metonymy from an expression for RHEMATIC LOCATION (arrow 7).

It would perhaps be possible to demonstrate that these paths of semantic change (that must not be used at all) reappear polygenetically in the history of different languages and should be explained by certain cognitive universals underlying our conceptualization of POSSESSION, EXISTENCE and LOCATION.

In any case, the activation or non-activation of these types of semantic change and the resulting interlinguistic differences in the articulation of the semantic space HAVE/BE constitute features highly relevant to language comparison. These features contribute to what I would like to call ‘lexical typology’ (cf. Koch, in press b).

Notes


2. At least since the seminal work of Braid (1921: 143-144) we know that with respect to semantic change polysemy is only the other (synchronic) side of the coin. Consequently, the old and the new meaning of a lexical, or grammatical, unit can coexist for a while, but at some moment in
diachrony the old meaning (or sometimes the new meaning) can be abandoned (cf. Koch 1991: 293, 1994a: 203-209; Blank 1991: 114-130). Even though Cognitive Semantics and Grammaticalization Theory have "rediscovered" these fundamental facts (Wilkins 1965: 267-270; Heine 1997: 82-83), many linguists still seem perplexed when faced with phenomena of this kind.

3. I do not take into consideration here a possible, and probably necessary, additional category EQUATION (e.g. Athens is the capital of Greece), because it will not be relevant for the processes I want to analyze. – I am also aware of the internal, possibly prototypical, structure of a large category of POSSESSION, including PHYSICAL POSSESSION, INANIMATE POSSESSION, etc. (cf. Taylor 1995: 202-203; Heine 1997: 33-41; cf. also Koch 1981: 314-317, 359). For the present purpose, I can exclude all kinds of INANIMATE POSSESSION, the only relevant sub-category being what I call BOUNDED POSSESSION (as exemplified by ex. [3a] and [30] and as represented in Figure 2). – I do not go into details concerning the verbal or non-verbal character of the predication in cases where the categories of the semantic space HAVE/BE are expressed by copulas or by zero (cf. Hengeveld 1992: 26-30; on the other hand Feuillet 1991, 1998: 664).

4. For the category of ASCRIPTION, inherent thematicity of participant x seems to be generalized (cf. example [1]), which does not exclude marked uses of ASCRIPTION predicates as in Eng. stupid he isn't. – Until now, the thematicity-rhetorical conditions have not been accounted for systematically in studies concerning the semantic space HAVE/BE. However, they are often indirectly involved in the description of single categories or parts of this area. Thus, corresponding to THEMATIC vs. RHEMATIC POSSSESSION we find: "prédicat d'appartenance" vs. "prédicat de possession" (Benveniste 1960: 196-197); "possess," vs. "possess," (Clark 1978); "ownershup" vs. "possession" (Bickerton 1981: 245); "non-presentative possessive" vs. "presentative possessive" (Hengeveld 1992: 125-126); "'have'-constructions vs. "'have'-constructions" (Heine 1997: 29-33). Corresponding to THEMATIC vs. RHEMATIC EXISTENCE we find: "modèle Cogo, ergo sum" vs. "modèle il y a + GN" (Feuillet 1978: 730-707; cf. also Koch 1993: 180-181). Corresponding to THEMATIC vs. RHEMATIC LOCATION, we find "non-presentative locative" vs. "presentative locative" (Hengeveld 1992: 125-126, with a clear-cut distinction from "exisitential"), or "locative/situlative" vs. "existential" (Clark 1978; Hagège 1982: 46, 49; Freeze 1992: 553). Note that in the latter, very current, terminology the distinction between RHEMATIC LOCATION and EXISTENCE proper – as in (2) – fades away unduly (cf. section 5 for more details).

5. For the category of LOCATION, inherent boundedness of the predication is logically necessary (cf. ex. [4]). – Until now, the inherent boundedness of the predication has not been accounted for systematically in studies concerning the semantic space HAVE/BE. However, they are often indirectly involved in the description of single categories or parts of this area. Thus, corresponding to BOUNDED vs. UNBOUNDED EXISTENCE we find: "presentative locative" vs. "existential" (Hengeveld 1992: 97, 125f.). Roughly corresponding to BOUNDED vs. UNBOUNDED POSSESSION we find: "physical possessive" vs. other types of "possession" (Heine 1997: 34; cf. above n. 3). Corresponding to BOUNDED vs. UNBOUNDED ASCRIPTION, we find: "énoncé [a localisation temporelle et modale] et situé par rapport au locuteur" vs. "énoncé hors de toute localisation temporelle et modale et hors de la subjectivité du locuteur" (Benveniste 1960: 160, cf. also 167); "attribut" vs. "essence" (Hagège 1982: 48-49); "qualification incidentielle" vs. "qualification essentielle" (cf. Feuillet 1998: 725; cf. 711-725).


7. In Heine's 100 language sample, this designation type for POSSESSION covers 20.9% (cf. Heine 1997: 75).

8. As for this understanding of metonymy and contiguity in relation to prototypical and figure-ground effects, cf. Koch (1995: 40-41, 1999); Blank (1997: 235-243). (What Traugott and König [e.g. 1991] call "pragmatic strengthening" or "conventionalization of a conversational implicature" is a kind of metonymy.) Note that the notion of prototypicality that we have to apply here is an onomasiological one (cf. Koch 1996). In this sense, contiguity is an external relation between distinct categories. So, it would not be legitimate to denominate a metonymical process, like the one described, as a "metonymical extension" of the category RHEMATIC LOCATION.

9. Just as I use "RHEMATIC LOCATION" for "LOCATION with a thematic participant x", so also "RHEMATIC BOUNDED POSSESSION" for "BOUNDDED POSSESSION with a thematic participant x" etc.

10. As for this understanding of (true) extension to a whole category, a process that is virtually, but not necessarily, in relation to prototypicality, cf. Koch (1995: 30-31); Blank (1997: 200-206).

11. According to Heine (1997: 75), the so called "'action'-type" for the designation of POSSESSION covers 13.6% of the 100-language sample. The term "action", however, is misleading in this context, because the immediate conceptual basis of these designations for POSSESSION is HOLDING IN ONE'S HAND. (The designation for HOLDING IN ONE'S HAND may in turn go back to a word designating the action of GRASPING/TAKING; but for some languages, as far as we know, this is not at all certain: cf. L. tenere 'hold'
as antecedent in ex. [13]-[14]. Anyway, it is not the concept of action as such that motivates new designations for possession, but the – in my view prototypical – case of rounded possession.

12. First of all, Greek influence as been invoked (cf. Svennung 1932: 84; Luque Moreno 1978: 138-140; García Hernández 1992: 166-167). If this should be correct, we would have to count the Greek and the Romance attestations of the possession → existence pattern only once occurrence. But this would detract from the broad polygenetic evidence for this pattern. Secondly, a different meaning of L. habe is been considered the source of the existential meaning, namely 'to be in a state' (with possible Greek parallels in this case as well). This explanation cannot be excluded a priori on lexicological grounds, so that it would be possible to interpret the syntactically ambiguous noun phrase animae paucilium, in (16b) not as the object of an impersonal verb habet, but as the subject of a personal form habet (cf. Luque Moreno 1978: 138-146; García Hernández 1992: 170; Manoú Manza 1985: 114; indeed, habet is also attested with unambiguous subject participants s. cf. Th.L.: s.v. habet, III C 2, p. 2461, 65-77). But even on this assumption, one has to postulate that the impersonal type domi, habet multum vinum, lit. 'in the house it has much wine', is the result of a contamination between the personal type domi, habet multum vinum, lit. 'in the house is much wine', and the personal type domi, habet multum vinum, lit. 'the house has much wine' (Luque Moreno 1978: 145). Thus, it seems impossible to totally disregard the role of the latter, metonymical/metaphorical type on a clearly possessive basis that is much closer to the etymological meaning of habere (cf. ex. [12]) and fits perfectly into the polygenetic pattern illustrated by ex. (19) ff.

13. For the understanding of metaphor cf. Lakoff/Johnson (1980); Lieber (1992: 14-82); Koch (1994a, 1995: 39-40); Blank (1997: 157-171). Since metaphor always involves a conceptual leap, the (presumed) similarity is an external relation between distinct categories. So, it would not be legitimate to denominate a metaphorical process, like the one described, as a "metaphorical extension" of the category possession. – As for reinterpreting metonymies as metaphors, cf. Taylor (1995: 138); Koch (1997: 234).


15. Interestingly, our example (16c), although it goes one step further (and expresses rhematic location), is ambiguous with respect to types (16e)/(31) and (16g), since the participant y is anaphorical and therefore implicit.

16. It would be more accurate to begin each statement conditionally: "If a new expression X is created ...".
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